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Get next instruction

- Do it

- read the file
- display the text
main()
{
    printf("Hello, world!\n");
}
Orders from Apple
Users control the program
The program controls the users
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"Shopper 8 is on isle 2!"
George Orwell 1984

<< delete 1984 now >>

Amazon
This will downgrade your system. Proceed?

**YES**

**NO**

* Use on the net won’t work anymore.
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User's computer

MICROSOFT

WINDOWS
Proprietary malware
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non free software:

free software:

```c
main()
{
    printf("Hello!\n");
}
```
They abuse for profit

2 more users.
20 $ please.
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Service as a Software Substitute

- Input Data
- Program in Server
- Results

your browser

google
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Free software activists

We demand FREEDOM

Open source boosters

We would like BETTER QUALITY
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TV NEWS

OPEN SOURCE
OPEN SOURCE
OPEN SOURCE
OPEN SOURCE
OPEN SOURCE
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Freedom 0
Run it

Install this in 500 computers

4 + 4 = 8
4 × 4 = 16
4^2 = 256
Freedom 1 – change it
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Freedom 2
Redistribute it
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Freedom 3
Redistribute
with changes
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Not a programmer?
THERE ARE THINGS that only a man understands
RESILIENCE
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